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Project Completion Report, Bumdeling Wildtife Sanctuary

IMPLEMENION coMpLETIoN REpoRT (Grant No. MBol3gyt4)
Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary, Trashiyangtse

Objectives:

(i) Statement of the objectives of the projects;

l' To develop partnership between BWS and local communities in implementing
effective conservation measures.

2' To implement Capacity building of project personals and committee members to
efficiently manage community based eco-tourism p.ogru* and conservation of natural
resources

3' To enhance conservation and protection of species through required infrastructure
development.

4' To enhance conservation and species protection through improvement of transport
and communication facilities.

(ii) Achievements of objectives

objective l: To develop partnership between BWS an-d local communities in implementing
effective conservation measures, -

It is a known fact that conservation of natural resources on sustainable basis by the Govemrnent
is nearly impossible without the support of local people. To expect full participation of localpeople in conservation activities without any monetary benefits to ,uppo.t their livelihood isneither possible nor feasible as their livelihood will always remain toppriority.
In order to intervene & convince the local people residing within the sanctuar y areaon thevalue and benefit of conservation, the following activities are carried out to create a middlepath situation to enhance conservation without compromising their livelihood options:-

Awareness program: The management of Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary is mandated toprotect and conserve important key floral and faunal diversity over an ur"u if 1520.6l Sq. kmby a limited number of staff. Despite all efforts by the staff of BWS with educational and
awareness programme to convince local communities on importance of conservation and
sustainable usage of natural resources, they still believe that the conservation alone will bringminimum impact on their living and the responsibilities of protection and conservation lieswith the govemment.

Therefore, through this proiects various educational and awareness programs were carried outwith involvement of all relevant stakeholders and local residents within the sanctuary area. Theintension of such program is mainly to instill the sense of sustainable income generation
opportunities from the conservation efforts and develop close cooperation and collaboration
between BWS management and local communities in the field of conservation. Besides the
awareness programs 20 members of Black-necked Crane Support Group from Bumdeling andYangtse Gewog were taken for study tour to other protected areas and ecotourism sites withinthe country to get insight on protected area management, ecotourism management,
conservation challenges, scopes & opportunities from conser,ation. etc.
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Awareness on impoftance olnature and biodiversie, conservation including waste managerlent

Black-necked Crane Conservation Support Group formed in Bumdeling and Yangtse
Gewog: The traditional farming system of Yangtse and Bumdeling valley had remained
favorable for past years as people leave their land fallow during winter. The fallen grains were
enough for the whole population of BNC during winter. But now change of land use, cropping
pattern and introducing new cash crop varieties had been one of the major challenges for BWS
in maintaining the sufficient fbeding ground for BNC. Further shrinking of wet land clue to
govetnment developmental activities, increasing of population and natural disaster like flash
flood during moon soon by kholongchhu, the feed availability (fallen grains) for the BNC is
decreasing year by year despites much efforts and consgrvation awareness.

Therefore, to maintain the stability of the
cranes arriving in Bumdeling valley and
manage their habitat from wide array of
threats, the community-based Black-Necked
Crane Conservation Support Group had been
formed both in Bumdeling and Yangtse geog.

The Bylaws were framed with appointment of
elected members to coordinate any activities
related to Black-necked Crane conservation.
Thus, in order to encourage the parlicipation
from local community in conservation and to
avoid from growing winter crops, the

Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary with financial supporl from WWF and BTFEC have procured
and distributed six numbers of power tiller to Black-necked Crane Conservation Support Group
of Yangtse geog comprising of 58 Households and 4 Nos, of mini power tiller and 5 Nos. of
paddy threshers to the Black-necked Crane Conservation Supporl Group of Bumdeling valley.

Aims and objectives of supply asdcultural machineries

To compensate the affected lbrmers of Yangtse and Bumdeling valley from disallowing winter
cropping especially in paddy fields.
To intensify summer cropping especially paddy cultivation through cultivation in fallow lands
and also to ease labor shortage.
To encourage local commiurities take stewardship of conserving this imporlant biodiversity
area and endangered species.
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To maintain the population of the endangered BNC at an ecologically and demographically
viable level.
To instill in a sense of stewardship into the mindset of the wetland owners in safeguarding the
BNC and habitat management by the community themselves
To generate additional income for the BNC Group members through hiring of machineries
non-members (outsider)

Impacts:

With the supplied of incentive to the local communities of Yangtse and Bumdeling geog, it had
benefited to two Chiwogs under Yangtse geog comprising of 58 households and 105

households under Bumdeling geogs (three Chiwogs). Besides immensely benefiting to the
BNC members in carrying out their agriculture works, more abandon fallow land are now turn
into agriculture land resulting in expansion of feeding grounds for BNC. Through such support,
the communities do not have to worry about getting labors for land preparation,digging and
even bull oxen are now free. Besides that they are generating additional income through lending
of machineries to other non-members. To this the communities of two geogs expressed their
great gratitude to the BTFEC & WWF for funding & BWS management for initiating such
endeavor program.

Supplying of alternative technologies devices to reduce pressure on natural resources:- In
order to reduce the over exaggerating pressure on limited natural resource particularly felling
of trees for roofing/shingles and fuel wood purposes, the following alternative devices were
procured and supplied to various institutions and local communities;

Supplied CGI Sheets: The local communities use wooden shingles and Maling bamboos for
roofing their houses and the requirement increases every year with increase in number of
population. These wooden shingles & bamboos also needs to be replaced every three to five
years. This kind of felling is a huge loss from the environmental perspective as these trees
would grow into a massive trees if left undisturbed contributing to oxygen fluxes. Moreover,
those tree would sequester tons of carbon in its entire life if left unfelled. Therefore, Bumdeling
Wildlife Sanctuary had embarked on supplying of CGI sheets as roofing materials since its
inception due to its durability and cost effectiveness as people do not need to roof their house

i.
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As per the available data, it indicate the proportional decrease in trend of timber consumption
from 2003 which shows that supply of CGI sheets has direct contribution to the conservation
of forest trees and biodiversity.

Therefore, through this project the management had procured 628 pieces of quality CGI Sheets

and supplied to six households in Shingphel and one household in Womanang under
Bumdeling Gewog. With the supplied of 100% subsidy CGI Sheet the local communities, the
felling of trees for shingle had been totally reduced and people are now tensionless since they
do not have to wolry about water leakage in their house, searching of labors and financial crisis
against hiring of labors. More than 30 Nos of average size hemlock tress are saved in every 3-

5 years as per pervious records.

Supplied improved Bhukharies and Sloar liqhting sets: In order to improve the sanitation and
to reduce fuel wood consumption in high altitude areas of Shingphel, 10 Nos. of Bhukharies
were procured from Bumthang and supplied to Shingphel communities. The intension of such
initiative is to reduce aggressive felling of Rhodendrons and Juniper trees by yak herder as

firewood for both cooking warming of their houses and house lighting purposes. It is aiso
intended to improve the living condition of park communities without access to electricity.l0
Nos. of solar lighting sets were procured and supplied to Shingphel community.

Supplied electric rice cookers to Schools and religious
Institutions: In order to reduce the huge consumption of
firewood by Schools and Religious Institutions, the
management has procured and supplied 30 Nos. of electric rice
cookers (10ltr Sharp rice cooker) and supplied to 4 Schools
(Sershong LSS, Bumdeling LSS, Tarphel CPS, Womanang
CPS) and 2 religious institutions (Risum Gonpa and Yangtse
Dratsang) under Trashiyangtse Dzongkhag.

The consumption of firewood is very high especially in
boarding facilities Schools and Religious Institutions whereby
228meter cr"rbic of firewood is consumed annually and now it has reduced to 1 14 meter cubic
firewood.

Pre-grani situation, \trIornalarq Post greni situatiol, \$onralang
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Intensification gf livestock and qrod+ct diversification: Since the communities of Shingphel
under Bumdeling are purely dependent on livestock particularly yaks, the management through
this projects have supported these yak herding communities by supplying of various livestock
equipments such as Milking can, cool box, cream separator and portable milk bucket for storing
the milk hygienically and maintain the cleanliness during milking. Besides this, based on their
feedback and concern on ever declining of yak's breed quality and towards reducing
inbreeding, the 9 Nos. of pure yak breeding bulls were procured and distributed to individual
yak herder. This is mainly to improve the quality of yak breeds to enhance milk production. It
is also intended to encourage and retain them living in high altitude areas for safeguarding and
protecting our national sovereignty.

Besides the above mentioned support, the livestock staffs have adequately trained the local
communities on how to identify degraded rangelands and then to improve degraded rangelands
by range reseeding/replenishrnent through improved grass species as well as native grass

species. About 90 acres of pasture were developed in the degraded rangeland of Shingphel and
Phumodung area. This was mainly possible with project inputs of fencing materials, seeds

supply and cost of labor and transportation. More than 6 yak herding communities of Shingphel
were trained in sustainable rangeland management practices and livestock diseases prevention
methods.

Through reviving of degraded rangeland through replenishment and reseeding, the watersheds
in and around the Shingphel, Pemaling and Gangmachung area will be protected by bringing
the degraded rangeland under vegetation cover and subsequently mitigate the negative effects
of land degradation and reduce the overgrazing pressure in northern alpine areas. It will also
reduce the sedimentation in Kholongchuu.

Objective 2: To implement Capacity building of project personals and committee members to
efficiently manage community based eco-tourism program and conservation of natural
resources:

Capacity of a total of 1557 (45o/ofemale) local people is built in fields such as project awareness
and sensitization workshop, proper waste management, sustainable utilization of natural
resources especially those used for fuel wood pu{poses, sustainable management of medicinal
plants including harvest of Cordyceps based on existing government regulations, pros and cons
of geog insurance schemes, feed and fodder development, development and better management
of rangelands, to diversity dairy products, their packaging and marketing, training of local
health works on disease prevention and control.

A total of i 5 in country meetings and workshops were conducted on various fields to build
project staff, local communities and relevant stakeholder. Conducting of such various
awareness program, meeting and workshop had change the people's attitude and perception on
importance of conservation, their roles and responsibilities in conserving of our limited natural
resources and biodiversity. 2 Nos. of Community-based human-wildlife support group were
formed in Bumdeling and Sershong Gewog to mitigate human wildlife conflicts and to provide
firsthand information on hunting, poaching and illegal activities. The Black-necked Crane
Conservation Support Group were formed consisting of 95 members in Bumdeling Gewog and
55 members from Yangtse Gewog. Besides the various training, meeting and workshop farmers
study tour in-country were conducted two times. Their exposure to other places had really
benefited them in improving their livelihoo;!, modern agriculture farming though use of latest
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farming equipments and sustainable use of natr.rral resolrrces. It hacl further motivated them to
work harder and together.
A total of 60 field staffs under Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary inch-rding staff from RNR and
Gewogs (Khoma, Bumdeling and Sherimung) received different trainings such as SMART
Patrolling, BNC stakeholder workshop, Uniform decorum and basic drill, CoAHWs, Livestock
health and disease prevention, etc.
Besides the in-country trainings and meeting, two times ex-country exposure study tour to
National Park and Wildlif-e Sanctuary in Thailand were organtzed. 18 Staffs and three local
leaders took participated, Through such study tour the participants have gained so much
knowledge and experience itt carrying out effective conservation and wildlife management and
also in tackling wildlife offbnces.

4.
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ln-country exchange program

Ex-country study tour to protected areas and Ecotourism sites, Thailand

Objective 3: To enhance conservation and protection of species through required infrastructure
development.

The area of Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary extends from 1450 masl in the south to 6500 masl
in the north. The floral and faunal diversity depends on their biological and natural habitat, The
Wildlife Sanctuary managernent is mandated to protect, conserve and maintain the wide
diversity of flora and fauna in a hoiistic manner thror"rgi-r dillcrent management and protection
strategies. The rnanagentent is implemented through habitat management, research based
intervention, awareness and educational programme to all local communities but imrnediate
protection is extended with intensive patrolling. lhe programme is either cancelled or at times
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need to postpone because of heavy rainfall which prevents safe movement of staff on patrolling
duty because of trail condition, not able to cross streams owing to insistent rain fall in uppei
catchment areas and lack of basic infrastructure, ie transit camp.

Therefore, in order to address those problems
and challenges for the field staff in carrying
out duties effectively, the management
through this project have constructed l3 Nos.
of wooden bridges, realignment of lOKm
Mule track from Barigang to Shazo,
improvement of existing trail fromshazo to
Shingphel, constructed 4 Nos. of toilet at Lau,
Shingphel and Pemaling to in-rprove the forest
health and hygiene. Several waste disposal
pits were also constructed along the trail to
Shingphel and Aja ney. Besides this, around
15 Nos. of signboards on waste management,
nature bulletin boards were fixed/displace
along the trail to Shinghel and pemaling areas.

With the initiation of various infrastructure
and facilities it had really benefited to almost
two thousand people that visit to Shingphel
and Pemaling annually for various purposes,
such as cordyceps collection, pilgrimage to
Pemaling, etc. Despites benefiting
enormously to the shingphel community in safe movement, transporting of necessary goods
and items both to and fro, it had greatly enhance in carrying out frequent patrolling and anti-
poaching. Comparing to the past years the illegal cases related to pou.t i,-rg, hulting a1d
collection of NWFP have reduced drastically due to frequent patrolling and vigilance. The
throwing of waste along the trail were seem to be reducing as comparing to past due to creatilg
of waste disposal, construction of toilet facilities anclplacing of inlormatory signboards along
the trail.

Bridge const ructed plong the trail to Shingphel
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Objective 4: To enhance conservation and species protection through improvement of
transport and communication facilities.

The management of Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary covers an area of 1529.61 sq. Km
encompassing three geogs, llumdeling under Trashiyangtse, Sherimung under Mongar and
Khoma under Lhuentse Dzongkhag. The area was declared as Wildlife Sanctuary in the year
7994because of presence of many globally endangered and rare species.

The management of Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary was earlier supporled by single government
pool vehicle to cater to movement of staff for patrolling, anti-poaching programme, rescue of
wildlife from traps, snares and natural falls. It was issued to the park in year 2000. Due to its
poor condition and aged old, the vehicle was not able to fulfill the objective because of frequent
breakdown, high recurrent repair and maintenance cost and non-availability of spare parts at
times.

With the increase of population and rapid developmental activities taking place in every nooks
and corner of the wildlife sanctuary, particularly construction of farm roads, the management
had been experiencing wide arrays of challenges in conserving and protecting limited natural
resources. With the unconditional pool vehicle, carrying out immediate patrolling and attending
of urgent calls was one of the biggest challenges before.

Therefore, through this project the management had procured one new pool vehicle Hilux as
replacement to earlier pool vehicle. With the procurement of replacement vehicle, it had really
enhanced in catering to the movement of staff for patrolling, anti-poaching programme,
rescuing of wild animals which are frequently caught in traps, snares and natural falls. Despites
that it had also minimized the annual recurrent repair and maintenance cost. Being one of the
remote protected area in the country, the staff are often call to attend meeting, workshop and
seminar which are mostly conducted in Thimphu and Phuntsholing, and thus it had really
benefited the management without any communication problems.

Rescuing of Samber deer from the clutches of pack dogs
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Major factors affecting implementation of the grant/project

Since while drafting the project proposal the preparation of cost estimation(financial proposal)
for various capital works are solely prepared based on self-assumption, current market price
without considering inflation rate. No technical expertise/engineer were involved. Therefore,
lack of adequate fund in some activities were encountered. Hence, there is always need to have
some percentage of continger-rcy fund. Cost estimates preparation should take into account few
years ahead and not only base it on existing costs.

Non -available of Engineer is also one of the main challenges in implementation of grant
activities whereby we have to fully depend on Gewogs & Dzongkhag's Engineer for their
assistance in drawing, designing, preparation of estimate and monitoring works. Since they do
have their own responsibilities and planned activities, they pay little attention or give less
priority to our activities which ultimately leads in delaying of construction works.

Project seems to be fairly drafted or plan or prepared in isolation without much consultation
with local communities and relevant stakeholder. Therefore, the local communities and
relevant stakeholders are least aware at the beginning of the project and also there are some
duplication in project activities. It is essential to have a proposal drafted together with involving
of all stakeholders who will later implement the project and share the responsibilities.

Following the government financial norms usually led to delay in release of funds at the project
management and thus, further delaying disbursements to field offices. Besides this the
govemment policy & restriction on import of vehicles during the beginning of the project had
also leads to delay in procurement of office utility pool vehicle.

'/ Poor community awareness on environment conservation during initial phase of project
implementation also affected little bit in fulfilling the intended project activities.

'/ Initiation of Community-based livestock Insurance Scheme is yet another activities which fail
to implernent mainly due lack of concrete resolution from the meeting held at Bumdeling
Gewog whereby participants from different Chiwogs express different views and concerns and
thereby could not come up with mutual understanding. One of the drawbacks is due to limited
project period.

Performance of BTFEC

Guidance: Cite any positive or negative policies, processes or procedures of the BTFEC that
affected proj ect implementation

.|. Inability to strictly comply by set timelines particularly for reporting are weak and this is
caused mainly by late submission from field offices. This ultimately led to late release of
funds which is inevitable.

* Release of funds bi-annually and inability to exhaust it by next reporting led to lesser funds
release for next half year. Thus, the possibility of releasing annual funds would be a good
option, While due to some unspent budget other activities could get affected.

10
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* The following of additional formalities of filling separate results framework, has led to
confusion and delay in preparing progress reports from field offices.

* Following the lengthy financial procedures usually led to delay in release of funds at the
project management and thus, fuither delaying disbursements to field offices. Besides this
other government policy & restriction such as during local government election period also
led to delay in implementation of project activities.

Assessment of outcome:

Guidance: Discuss the following compared to the original grant proposal

(a) Grant timetable: Since the grant period is frorn 1't.luly 2014to 31't December 2016,
we have achieved and completed the project as per the grant agreement. No furrher extension
were not sought.

(b) Grant disbursement: This project has received funds as per its disbursement plan in the
project proposai and semi-annual fund requisition

Some of the achievement through camera trap exercise

t1
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P r oj e c t C omp I e t i o n R e p o r t, B umde I in g Wi I dl ife S anc tuary

(d) Status of Grant Agreement - Grant agreement was signed on 15th January ZO14 and
project implementation proceeded as per agreement.

(e) Achievement of key goals and results based on the indicators of the results and
activities matrices of the grant proposal and any subsequent modifications agreed with the
BTFEC - This project has some indicators which are over achieved from the target while there
are some which are under achieved. Under achieved- The BWS in its project proposal intend
to establish community-based Livestock Insurance Scheme covering the whole Chiwogs under
Bumdeling Gewog and accordingly the park had consulted the local communities on
establishing such endeavor but due to its large coverage we could not establish such insurance
scheme' This is mainly because the community are not willing to cooperate each other and they
felt that the funding will not be sustainable in long run.

Besides this, the proposal for procurement of three nos. bike could not be materialize/procured
due to lack of adequate budget as the budget for procurement of pool bike was diverted for the
procurement of pool vehicle. The management had only proposed Nu.l.8 Million for
procurement of pool vehicle during project formulation but during the time of pool vehicle
procurement it escalated more than 2.3 Million thus, the procurement of pool bike remain
unachieved.

Over achieved - under over achievement the manageme3t
had fulfilled almost the project objectives beyond its
targets such as; Area bought under enhance biodiversity
protection, Rangeland improvement, Direct project
beneficiaries, maintaining of gender based participation in
conservation. In addition to the activities outline in project
proposal, the management had also constructed transect
camp at Lau for the benefit of our field staff in carrying
out effective monitoring and patrolling activities.

(f) Sustainability - To ensure the sustainability of many project interventions, there is a need to
effective monitoring and working strategies followed ty 

-.r.ry 
field offices with necessary

guidance from the head quarter. The local communities need to be remind frequently on the
objective of project intervention and in further streamlining the conservation activities.

(v) Lessons Learned:

of staff and even for the communities.

important.

equipments, material and transporlation and training costs are all borne by govemment. But
will they remain with the same attitude and spend simfarly if government interventions are
not there. ,/

Transect camp constructed at Liu

1.4
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Project Completion Report, Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary

While preparing the financial proposal, there is a need to always consider inflation of costs.
Therefore, always there is a need to have some percentage of contingency fund. Cost
estimates preparation should take into account few years ahead and not only base it on
existing costs.

Good experience for the proiect implementers on judicious fund management to achieve
the project objectives

The community residing within sanctuary areas are now well aware about the importance
ofconservation.

The project has benefited both the local communities through social livelihood programs
and the management of BWS in carrying out effective conservation, strengthening of
human resource development and have gained considerable experience on handling of such
future projects.
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